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The actual surface of a solid differs from the ideal  surface because 

of the presence of various kinds of surface impurities and defects. It 

has been experimental ly established [1] that the presence of foreign 
atoms on the surface of a crystal modifies the efficiency of energy 
transfer when a gas atom interacts with the surface, The problem of 

energy transfer between an atom and an actual solid is a very compli-  

cated one. Nonetheless, i t  is possible to explore the physics of the 

collision process by studying the behavior of simple mathemat ica l  
models. 

In Jackson's early theoretical  study [2] the surface impurity is 
treated as an independent oscillator, which exchanges energy with the 

gas atom. However, when a gas atom collides with a surface, energy 

is transferred not only by the impurity atom, but also by the la t t ice  

atoms with which the surface impurity is linked. Thus, collision in- 
cludes interaction with the normal vibrations of an imperfect crystal. 

This problem was examined by McCarro11 [3], who made com- 

puter calculations for the collision of an atom and a one-dimensional 

semi-infini te  chain of atoms for several values of the mass for the im-  
purity atom. He simulated surface impurity by varying the properties 

of the terminal  atom of the chain. McCarroll confined himself to 
cases in which the mass of the impurity atom varies by only 20% as 
compared with the mass of the la t t ice  atom, because his method of 

solving the equations of motion was not suitable for light impurity 
atoms. The presence of !ight impurity atoms on the surface, when 

local  vibrations occur, is, however, a problem of great interest. When 
local  vibrations occur, dissipation of the heat of adsorption is slowed 

greatly. The exact  solution of this problem is obtained below. 

A model of the collision of a gas atom with the surface of a crystal 

in thepresence of an impurity is shown in Fig. 1; the atoms are num- 

bered from right to left. The solid is approximated by a semi- inf ini te  

one-dimensional chain of atoms (mass M 7 coupled by elastic forces 

with the constant K. The terminal  atom of the chain B (mass M~) plays 

the part of impurity atom. We assume that the atom A (mass M) ap- 

proaching from the gas phase can be adsorbed. The curve of the poten- 

t ia l  energy of interaction represents a cutoff harmonic oscillator with 
the force constant K. 

The equation of motion for x = r0 - q ,  where r0 and q arc the 

deviations from the equilibrium position of the adsorbed and impurity 
atoms, respectively, has the form [3] : 

4~" (t) + ([a + l ) x  (~)= 

2 f  Y,.(s)s [ x ( ' r - - s ) - - 4 ( l x - - l ) x " ( ~ - - s ) ] d s ,  (1) 
o 

lx = M / M~, x = 2 (K / M) V'- t = O)Lt. 

Here, Jz(s) is a Bessel function of the second order. 

The la t t ice  is considered at 0 ~ K, i . e . ,  at the in i t ia l  instant al l  the 

la t t ice  atoms are at rest. Since in chemical  adsorption the binding 
energy is much greater than the mean kinetic energy of the atoms in 
the gas phase, for s implici ty i t  can be assumed that the velocity of the 

impinging atom is equal to 0. Accordingly, the in i t ia l  conditions can 
be written in the form: 

(o) = a, z" (0) = o,  (27 

where a is the harmonic oscillator cutoff distance. 
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Fig. 1 

We find the solution of Eq. (17 by the method described in [4] ." 

By successive transformations the contour integral obtained is ex- 

pressed in terms of Lommel, Bessei, and trigonometric functions. Be- 

fore presenting the final results, to simplify the expressions we intro- 

duce the notation 

(2 --  2~t) c~ 4 + (3 --  2V) au @ I - -  

D - -  ( 2 - - 2 ~ ) ~ 4 + ( 3  ' 2 t ~ ) ~ + t - - ~  

(2 -- 2~) ~ + (3 -- 2~) T ~- + i -- 
E= 

= [ -  V~ l f 2  0 (~) sh % ~ --  % --  % i l f g  0 (~) ch ~/, (Pl%, 

"r = [ -  ~1. V 2  o (~) sh .t~ ,~ - -  % + :/~ ,: g g  e (~) ch 'i~ (pl ' / '  , 

1, ~ > t,  sh 20~ + 7 

(3) 

Then me solution can be written in the form: 

when B -~ 6A and B 4= t ,  

z ( t )  = z (0) [ ]o  ( t )  - -  cU2 (c~-lt,~) + 

q- DU~ ([5-1t,t) + EU2 (?-It,x)] , 

(47 

when ~ > 6/5, 

x ( ~ ) =  z(0) br0(~) + C e o s  o ) t - -  

0) = V.. (es + t) / ~ .  (a) 

Here, Uz(a -1 z, r) is a Lommel function of two variables; the 
solution was previously obtained in [5] for ~ = 1. 

This solution makes i t  possible to study the effect of surface im-  
purities on the establishment of thermat equilibrium when an atom is 
adsorbed. Since a fairly considerable amount of energy is usually re- 

leased in chemical  adsorption, the atom is in i t ia l ly  ira a highly ener- 

get ic  state and must approach equilibrium with the solid in an oscil- 

latory process at the surface. It is easy to show that in the formulas 
for x(r) al l  the terms vanish as t - ~  ~ ,  except for the term containing 

the cosine. The latter corresponds to excitat ion of local  vibration 

whose energy is not dissipated into the la t t ice  in the harmonic approx- 

imation,  but remains with the given atom. 

The frequency of local  vibration of the impurity atom, expressed 

in relat ive units ~o = wo/aJ L (coo is thefrequency of the local vibration), 
is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the mass ratio ~ = M/M I. In the 

presence of light impurity atoms on the surface of a solid the local 

vibration frequency exceeds the Debye frequency w L by several times. 

The relat ive amplitude of the local  vibration C is shown in Fig. 3 
as a function of the mass ratio. It is clear from Fig. 3 that as the mass 

of the impurity atom decreases the amplitude of the local  vibration 
rapidly increases from 0 to 0.ft. In the presence of light surface im-  
purities about half the energy released in connection with adsorption 
can remain at the surface in the form of a local vibration of the im-  
purity atom. 

*In [4] a mistake was made in writing out the Bessel functions. The 
quantity Iv(~- ) should be replaced everywhere by Iv(T), i . e . ,  by Bessei 
functions of a real argument. 
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From this it is clear that in the course of a chemical  reaction 
light impurity atoms at the catalyst surface can absorb a certain part 
of the energy released during adsorption and the exothermie e lemen-  
tary events of the process. This energy is concentrated in the vibra- 
tional degrees of freedom of the impurity atoms. As a result relatively 
long-lived,  vibrationally excited particles appear at the catalyst sur- 
face,  their concentration being above the equilibrium value. Subse- 

quentiy, the excess energy of the vibrationally excited particles can 
be transferred to the substrate molecules,  thus lowering the activation 
energy. 

The phenomenon of activation of thin layers of meta l  with micro- 
quantities of gases-ni t rogen,  hydrogen, oxygen-has  long been known 
[6]. The mechanism of activation with small  doses of gases can be 
explained in terms of the formation of an impurity in the catalyst 
lat t ice and of an increase in the impurity supersaturation, as a result 
of which new active centers capable of absorbing a certain part of the 
energy released in the e lementary reaction events are created. 
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